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DAILY QUIZ-8 (Syllogism)
Direction (Q. 1-3): In each question below are given
three statements followed by two conclusions
numbered I and II. You have to take the given
statements to be true even if they seem to be at
variance with commonly known facts. Read all the
conclusions logically follows from the given statements,
disregarding commonly known facts. Given answer,
a) If only conclusion I follows
b) If only conclusion II follows
C) If either conclusion I or II follows
d) If neither conclusions I nor II follows
e) If both conclusions I and II follows

1.

Statements: All teas are coffee No coffee is
milk No milk is water Conclusions:
I. Some water can be tea
II. At least some milk are not coffee
a) a
b) b
c) c
d) d
e) e
2. Statements: All cups are caps All caps are
shirts No cap is cloth Conclusions:
I. All cloths are shirts
II. Some cloth is not shirt
a) a
b) b
c) c
d) d
e) e
3. Statements:
Some books are notes
All books and notes are materials No book is
a test
Conclusions:
I. Some materials are not books
II. No note is a test
a) a
b) b
c) c
d) d
e) e
Direction (Q. 4-5): In each question below are
given four statements followed by four
conclusions. You have to take the given
statements to be true even if they seem to be at
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variance with commonly known facts. Read all
the conclusions logically follows from the given
statements, disregarding commonly known
facts.
4. Statements:
Some pens are papers No paper is a pencil All
copies are pencils All pencils are inks
Conclusions:
I. Some pens are not copies
II. All pencils being ink is a possibility
III. All pens are pencils
IV. Some copies are not papers.
a) Only I and II follows
b) Only I and IV follows
c) Only II, III and IV follows
d) Only I, II and IV follows
e) All follows
5. Statements:
All desks are tables No desk is a chair All
notes are chairs
Some chairs are benches Conclusions:
I. Some notes are benches II.Some tables are
not chairs
III. Some notes are not desks
IV. Some tables being bench is a possibility
a) Only I, II and III follows
b) Only II, III and IV follows
c) Only I, II and III follows
d) None follows
e) All follows
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